
You : BING 01Mar24 ~3 –4 attempts duration ~60mins 

"chromtech-aus" crashes due to other folder with images u try it 

Copilot 

I apologize for any inconvenience you’re experiencing with the “chromtech-aus” application. To better 
assist you, could you please provide additional context or details about the issue? Specifically, if there are 
any error messages or specific steps that lead to the crashes, it would be helpful. 

In the meantime, let’s explore some potential solutions: 

Check for Malware: Sometimes, malware can cause crashes in applications. Consider running a scan using 
Microsoft Defender (for Windows) or checking your Applications folder (for Mac) for any unfamiliar soft-
ware1. 

Update the Application: Ensure that you’re using the latest version of “chromtech-aus”. Outdated soft-
ware can sometimes lead to compatibility issues. 

File Transfer Troubleshooting: If the crashes occur during file transfers, try the following: 

Copy from Android to PC via USB: You mentioned that this consistently works. 

Deleting Files on Android: If deleting files on Android over USB causes freezing, try disconnecting and re-
connecting the USB cable to unfreeze it2. 

Remember that troubleshooting software issues can be complex, so feel free to provide more details, 
and I’ll do my best to assist you!    

Learn more 

1wikihow.com 
2reddit.com 
3chromtech-aus.com 

You 

Thats part of WIX their robots.txt would work but latest 2024 WIX this can't be edited > as but WIX 
doesnt respond and as they are mere humans other programs where robots.txt works I can modify my-
self to this 

NOT with Andoid but PC /LapTop 

Copilot 

I understand that you’re facing challenges with Wix’s robots.txt file. Let’s explore some options to ad-
dress this issue: 

Understanding Robots.txt: 

The robots.txt file acts as a guidebook for search engine crawlers. It tells them which parts of your web-
site they are allowed to visit (crawl) and which areas are off-limits1. 

By default, Wix allows search engine bots to access all pages on your site. However, certain pages may be 
restricted: 

Password-protected pages 

Members-only pages 

Pages you’ve explicitly prevented from indexing in your site’s Editor or SEO settings2. 

Editing Your Robots.txt File: 

Important: Editing your robots.txt file is an advanced feature, and changes can impact how your site 
appears in search results. Wix Customer Care cannot assist with modifications to this file. 

To edit your robots.txt file: 

Go to your SEO Dashboard. 

Select “Go to Robots.txt Editor” under Tools and settings. 

My SUMMARY : Bing Loses the plot quick > ~3 Q&A 2-3mins timer limit. My typing errors because BING TOO FAST b 
4 I can follow the Q&As. Transcript very cumbersome C&P > WORD & MS-PUB Is OK but PDF SHAMPOO TXT Format 
problems ?but reformatting IS needed. robots.txt can’t be edited by User within WIX ,ONLY via 3rd party . WIX Editor DOES 
have robots.txt  user edit? but Help l”st the plot” needed to condense .Also SEO WIX needs a “meta’ description. But just 
an excuse for GOOGLE to cancell OR Not rank a Site an ALL Image er buttons PDF/FLIP etc 1000s ? o  our WIX chromtech-
aus.com.    Disallow: /*jpg$ etc essential in all robots.txt WIX has NO Memory of ANY Q&S from users COMPLETY 
ANONYMOUS AND Repetitive ad nauseum It CAN Manualy adjust Boolean: for US eg remove  spaces in URL and “ALSO” 
just for Us & & “Chrom Tech” 
MS PUB > Shampoo NOW TEXT Format is OK ! ?



paragraph. Here’s how you can do it: 

1. Change Paragraph Spacing: 

• Select the text you want to modify. 

• On the Home tab, click the Paragraph launcher to reveal the Paragraph dialog box. 

• Go to the Indents and Spacing tab. 

• Under Line spacing, you have two options: 

• In the Before paragraphs box, type or select the amount of spacing you want above the para-
graph. 

• In the After paragraphs box, type or select the amount of spacing you want below the para-
graph. 

 You can specify other measurement units by typing the abbreviation after the numerical value 
(e.g., inches, centimeters, picas, points, or pixels). Microsoft Office Publisher will convert the 
measurement to points if needed1. 

• Set Automatic Spacing Between Lines: 

• Select the text you want to adjust. 

• Again, go to the Paragraph dialog box from the Home tab. 

• Navigate to the Indents and Spacing tab. 
• Under Line spacing, in the Between lines box, type or select the amount of spacing you want 
between lines of text. For instance, to double space, type or select 2sp. To switch from double 
space to single space, type or select 1sp1. 

 

Remember, these settings allow you to fine-tune the spacing for your text in Microsoft Publisher. 
Feel free to experiment and find the perfect balance for your design!     

https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/office/change-line-or-paragraph-spacing-in-publisher-2e6fcb51-11a2-4c77-9978-09cd533de819
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/office/change-line-or-paragraph-spacing-in-publisher-2e6fcb51-11a2-4c77-9978-09cd533de819
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/office/change-line-or-paragraph-spacing-in-publisher-2e6fcb51-11a2-4c77-9978-09cd533de819
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/office/change-line-or-paragraph-spacing-in-publisher-2e6fcb51-11a2-4c77-9978-09cd533de819
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/office/change-line-or-paragraph-spacing-in-publisher-2e6fcb51-11a2-4c77-9978-09cd533de819
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/office/change-line-or-paragraph-spacing-in-publisher-2e6fcb51-11a2-4c77-9978-09cd533de819






Click “View File”. 

Add your robots.txt directives under “This is your current file”. 

Click “Save Changes”. 

Finally, click "Save"2. 

Google’s Guidelines: 

Before making changes, I recommend checking Google’s guidelines and limitations for robots.txt files. 

Keep in mind that editing your site’s robots.txt file may affect how your pages appear in search results2. 

Remember, robots.txt is like the butler at the entrance, guiding search engine crawlers through your site. 
While Wix doesn’t respond like humans, we can still navigate this together!    

 

Learn more 

1wixseoguy.com 

2support.wix.com 

3support.wix.com 

4usatoday.com 

5mystunningwebsite.com 

+1 more 

You 

WUX seems to have a bug help works but rob. editor menu is lost ? 

Copilot 

I apologize for the inconvenience you’re experiencing with the Wix Editor. Let’s troubleshoot the issue 
with the missing menu: 

 

Menu Missing on Live Site: 

First, ensure that you’ve added a menu to your site. If not, follow the steps to add a menu1. 

If your menu is attached to the header or footer (or set to “show on all pages”), make sure you haven’t 
hidden the header and footer: 

Click Pages on the left side of the Editor. 

Select the relevant page that isn’t displaying your menu. 

Click the Show More icon. 

Go to Settings and choose Layouts. 

Select Standard layout. 

Click Publish at the top right of the Editor, then refresh your live site to check if the menu works as ex-
pected. 

Nothing Happens When Clicking Your Menu: 

If clicking the menu doesn’t trigger any action, it’s likely that something is overlapping it. 

Ensure your menu is on the ‘front’ layer, and check that the header and footer are not set to freeze 
(which could place them on top of your menu): 

To bring your menu to the front layer: 

Press Ctrl + 0 (zero) to set your browser’s zoom to 100% (or Command + 0 if using a Mac). 

Right-click on an area of your menu that isn’t working. 

Hover over Overlapping Items and select your menu. 

Press Ctrl + Shift + ↑ (or Command + Shift + ↑ on Mac) to bring the menu forward. 

Check if your menu works correctly in Preview mode. 

Click Publish, then refresh your live site to verify the menu behavior. 

Menu Issues on Specific Browsers or Devices: 

Visit whatismybrowser.com to ensure you’re using the latest browser version. 



If your browser is outdated, update to the latest version. 

Refer to Wix’s supported browser versions. 

If the issue persists, follow the steps on the Wix Technical Assistant to resolve it1. 

Remember, even though Wix doesn’t respond like humans, we’ll tackle this together!     

 

Learn more 

1support.wix.com 
2support.wix.com 

3support.wix.com 
4support.wix.com 

5support.wix.com 

+1 more 

You 

OK I've rummaged WIX but No go changing Robo 

Copilot 

I apologize for the frustration you’re experiencing with modifying the robots.txt file on Wix. Let’s explore 
some steps to address this issue: 

 

Understanding Robots.txt: 

The robots.txt file acts as the butler at the entrance, holding a detailed map and guidebook. It tells search 
engine crawlers (our guests) which rooms (pages) they’re allowed to visit (crawl) and which ones are off-
limits1. 

By default, Wix allows search engine bots to access all pages on your site. However, certain pages may be 
restricted: 

Password-protected pages 

Members-only pages 

Pages you’ve explicitly prevented from indexing in your site’s Editor or SEO settings2. 

Editing Your Robots.txt File: 

Important: Editing your robots.txt file is an advanced feature, and changes can impact how your site ap-
pears in search results. 

Learn more 

1wixseoguy.com 

2support.wix.com 

You 

Thanks I’ll try u'r ideas and get back to you 

Copilot 

You’re welcome! If you have any further questions or need assistance, feel free to reach out. I’m here to 
help!   

You 

WIX takedays to respond via humans  > all still at "home" 

Copilot 

Wix.com 

Explore 

I apologize for the inconvenience you’re experiencing with Wix’s customer support response time. 
Waiting for assistance can be frustrating, especially when you need urgent help. Let’s explore some op-
tions to expedite the process: 

Categorize Your Issue: 

When contacting Wix Customer Care, categorize your issue accurately. This helps direct you to a special-
ized expert who can address your specific concern promptly1. 



Whether it’s billing, domain management, or site editing, providing clear details will speed up the resolu-
tion. 

Preferred Contact Methods: 

Wix offers several ways to get in touch: 

Live Chat: Available 24/7 in English. You can chat with a Wix Expert directly. 

Phone Support: Available in English, French, Portuguese, and Spanish. Request a callback via the chatbot 
at Wix Contact. No need to wait in line! 

Email Support: Available in Russian and Korean. 

Choose the method that suits you best12. 

Patience and Persistence: 

While waiting, consider checking your issue from different angles. Sometimes a fresh perspective can lead 
to solutions. 

Remember that Wix’s support team is working diligently to assist users worldwide. 

Community and Forums: 

Explore Wix’s community forums. Fellow users often share tips, workarounds, and solutions to common 
issues. 

You might find answers or helpful advice from other Wix enthusiasts. 

Remember, even though Wix doesn’t respond like humans, I’m here to assist you!     

 

Pilot 

Thank you! It's always helpful to know when you're ready to move on. What can I answer for you now? 

You 

Would seem trivial to WIN or BILL G to allow manual change of robots.txt could be something Universal 
u've overlooked ? 

Copilot 

It’s a valid point you’ve raised. Manual change systems for robots.txt indeed play a crucial role in enhanc-
ing versatility, efficiency, and process reliability. Let’s explore this further: 

 

 

SCHUNK 

 

SCHUNK Change Systems: 

SCHUNK offers both automatic and manual change systems for robots. These systems allow for quick 
switching of grippers, tools, and other effectors on the robot’s front end. 

The manual change systems are user-friendly and come with an extensive complementary portfolio. They 
provide flexibility and ease of use, allowing operators to switch components efficiently1. 

These systems are particularly useful when adapting to different tasks or handling various workpieces. By 
enabling manual changes, they enhance the robot’s adaptability and overall performance. 

 

Universal Robots 

Universal Robots (UR): 

UR robots also support manual mode alongside automatic operation. 

To switch between Manual and Automatic modes, UR robots offer several methods: 

Configurable Safety Input: This allows users to toggle between modes based on safety considerations. 

Dashboard Server Operational Mode: Accessible through the robot’s dashboard interface. 



Operational Mode Password: A secure way to switch modes2. 

Additionally, UR robots support automatic tool changers, which streamline the process of switching tools 
during production. These tool changers can be programmed to handle various tasks, improving efficiency 
and reducing downtime3. 

The Bigger Picture: 

As the global market for robots continues to evolve, innovations in robotics technology are essential. The 
cost of humanoid robots has decreased significantly, making them more accessible4. 

Considering the broader context, collaboration between manufacturers, researchers, and end-users is 
crucial. Addressing overlooked aspects, such as manual change systems, can lead to more adaptable and 
efficient robotic solutions. 

In summary, while automation is essential, acknowledging the value of manual adaptability ensures that 
robots remain versatile and responsive to diverse tasks. It’s a balance between automation and flexibility, 
and both aspects contribute to the success of robotic applications. 

 

You 

unfotuneately just recently "chromech' tracks to a back up folder "preview " from other programs 

Copilot 

I apologize for any inconvenience you’ve encountered with your files. Let’s address this issue step by step. 

 

File Explorer Preview Pane: 

Windows 10 and 11 come with a built-in preview pane in File Explorer. This feature allows you to view 
certain types of files without opening their associated applications. 

To enable the preview pane: 

In Windows 10, open File Explorer, click 

You 

"Chromtech" in BING > NOW I really need that robots.txt > Edit  to Disallow folders ( see your result as an 
example but try it !) 

Copilot 

Certainly! Let’s address your request to create or edit a robots.txt file to disallow specific folders. The ro-
bots.txt file is a simple text file that instructs web crawlers and robots which files and folders to avoid. 
Here are the steps to achieve your goal: 

Creating or Editing the Robots.txt File: 

The robots.txt file should be placed in the top-level directory of your domain (e.g., example.com/
robots.txt). 

You can use a text editor (such as Notepad on Windows or TextEdit on Mac) to create or modify the file. 

Alternatively, some plugins (like Yoast SEO) allow you to edit the robots.txt file from within your Word-
Press dashboard. 

Disallow All Robots: 

If you want to instruct all robots to stay away from your entire site, use the following code in your ro-
bots.txt file: 

User-agent: * 

Disallow: / 

The User-agent: * part applies to all robots, and the Disallow: / part means your entire website is off-
limits. 

Important: Disallowing all robots can lead to your site being removed from search engines and may result 
in a loss of traffic and revenue. Use this cautiously. 

Allow All: 

If you want bots to crawl your entire site, you can have an empty file or no file at all. 

Alternatively, use the following code to allow all: 

User-agent: * 



Disallow: 

This effectively allows everything. 

Disallow Specific Files and Folders: 

To block individual files and folders, use the Disallow: command. Each file or folder should be on a sepa-
rate line. 

Example: 

User-agent: * 

Disallow: /topsy/ 
Disallow: /crets/ 
Disallow: /hidden/file.html 

In this case, everything is allowed except the two subfolders (topsy and crets) and the single file (hidden/
file.html). 

Disallow Specific Bots: 

If you want to block a specific bot (e.g., Bingbot), use the following format: 

User-agent: Bingbot 

Disallow: / 

This will prevent Bing’s search engine bot from crawling your site, while other bots will still have access. 

Remember to test your robots.txt using tools like the Google Robot.txt Tester to ensure it behaves as ex-
pected. Feel free to customize the rules based on your specific requirements!    

Learn more 

1stackoverflow.com 

2hatchjs.com 

3searchfacts.com 

4stackoverflow.com 

5example.com 

6example.com 

7designcise.com 

+4 more 

You 

NO ?real pages in BING were very Good but NO@ I need to selctively Disallow images and certain folders 
& “obviously” NOT everything in BING related to our Site and other internal folders etc 

Copilot 

Certainly! Let’s address your request to selectively disallow images and specific folders in your robots.txt 
file. The robots.txt file is a crucial tool for controlling how web crawlers and search engines interact with 
your website. Here are the steps to achieve your goal: 

Creating or Editing the Robots.txt File: 

The robots.txt file should be placed in the top-level directory of your domain (e.g., example.com/
robots.txt). 

You can use a text editor (such as Notepad on Windows or TextEdit on Mac) to create or modify the file. 

Alternatively, some plugins (like Yoast SEO) allow you to edit the robots.txt file from within your Word-
Press dashboard. 

Disallow Specific Folders: 

To block specific folders, use the Disallow: command. Each folder should be on a separate line. 

Example: 

User-agent: * 

Disallow: /images/ 
Disallow: /private/ 

In this case, the /images/ and /private/ folders will be off-limits to web crawlers. 

Disallow Specific Files: 



If you want to block specific files, list them individually: 

User-agent: * 

Disallow: /secret-file.html 
Disallow: /confidential-document.pdf 

These files will not be accessible to search engine bots. 

Disallow Images: 

To prevent search engines from indexing images, use the following directive: 

User-agent: Googlebot-Image 

Disallow: / 

This will disallow Google’s image crawler from accessing any images on your site. 

Selective Disallowance with Wildcards: 

While wildcards are not officially supported in robots.txt, some search engines interpret them. 

For instance, if you want to disallow all subdirectories of a specific directory, you can use: 

Disallow: /directory/* 

This tells robots not to crawl any subdirectories of the /directory directory. 

Remember to test your robots.txt using tools like the Google Robots.txt Tester to ensure it behaves as 
expected. Customizing the rules based on your specific requirements will help you achieve the desired 
selective disallowance!    

Learn more 

1stackoverflow.com 
2searchfacts.com 
3hatchjs.com 
4webmasters.stackexchange.com 
5stackoverflow.com 
6mysite.com 
7mysite.com 
8mysite.com 

9mysite.com 

10robotstxt.org 

11designcise.com 

12stackoverflow.com 

13stackoverflow.com 

+11 more 

You 

Thanks but I am getting a bit more desperate to interpre tyour ideas > in time ? 

Copilot 

I apologize if my previous explanations caused any confusion. Let me simplify the steps for you: 

Create or Edit the Robots.txt File: 

Use a text editor to create or modify the robots.txt file. 

Place it in the top-level directory of your website (e.g., example.com/robots.txt). 

Disallow Specific Folders: 

To block specific folders, add lines like this to your robots.txt: 

User-agent: * 

Disallow: /images/ 

Disallow: /private/ 

Replace /images/ and /private/ with the actual folder paths you want to disallow. 

Disallow Specific Files: 

If you want to block specific files, list them individually: 



User-agent: * 

Disallow: /secret-file.html 

Disallow: /confidential-document.pdf 

Disallow Images: 

To prevent search engines from indexing images, use: 

User-agent: Googlebot-Image 

Disallow: / 

Test Your Robots.txt: 

Use tools like the Google Robots.txt Tester to verify that your rules work as expected. 

Remember, the robots.txt file helps control how search engines access your site. Adjust the rules accord-
ing to your specific needs. If you have further questions, feel free to ask!    
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